We seek to improve information retrieval in a domain-specific collection by clustering user sessions as recorded in a click log and then classifying later user sessions in real-time. As a preliminary step, we explore the main assumption of this approach: whether user sessions in such a site relate to the question that they are answering. The contribution of this paper is the evaluation of the suitability of common machine learning measurements (measuring the distance between two sessions) to distinguish sessions of users searching for the answer to same or different questions. We found that sessions for people answering the same question are significantly different than those answering different questions, but results are dependent on the distance measure used. We explain why some distance metrics performed better than others.
Introduction
With the advent of the Internet, collections often allow searching and browsing. And sites often have logs that capture browse moves in addition to queries and clicksthroughs. We are interested in using sessions in such a log for domain-specific sites to personalize search results to improve information retrieval.
Researchers have attempted to personalize search results based on profiles, ratings, and web usage logs. Many researchers have used machine learning to cluster users based on the similarity of their behavior [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Based on the cluster to which a user belongs, they predict items in a collection that might be of interest to that user (collaborative filtering). However, we have found no studies that directly address the fundamental viability of using click logs with these machine learning techniques. In particular, few have reported the effects of various distance measures or ways of representing user actions on the overall performance of the clustering. In this paper we address the suitability of machine learning techniques to cluster web usage logs via these research questions:
1. How well can we distinguish between users searching for answers to the same questions from users searching for answers to different questions?
2. Does question similarity affect the ability to tell these two types of sessions apart? 3. Does question difficulty (measured by average session length) affect the ability to tell them apart?
We conducted a user study where we asked participants to find the answer to a set of ten questions; each question was answered by fifty users. We selected existing questions from various Internet question-answering sites appropriate for our domain and we analyzed the pair-wise similarity of the questions we used.
We describe related work in Section 2, the methods we used for gathering and analyzing our data in Section 3, and our data analysis in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss our result and describe what can be done to build on our work.
Related Work
Much work using machine learning techniques with web logs focuses on web search engine logs of queries and click-through data, without a user's full search and browse history. Also, researchers use machine learning techniques without verifying that any benefit they might derive comes from an actual correspondence between clicks and users' information needs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Similar to our work, Strehl et al.
[8] performed a systematic analysis of distance measures for the purposes of improving information retrieval. They tested the ability of clustering algorithms to group similar pages together. They tested some of the same distance measures we do using page content as their feature vector (instead of user sessions) and evaluated the performance of various clustering algorithms with varying distance measures, whereas we evaluated the distance measures directly.
Some work has analyzed raw query and click-through logs to understand user information needs and behaviors. Jansen et al. [9] used Excite click logs to identify trends in user searching mistakes. Ageev et al.
[10] gathered logs of users answering a set of hard to answer questions. Both of these studies used click logs to compare user search sessions, neither used machine learning distance metrics and only Ageev et al. used both search and browse behaviors of user. Note that we are not attempting to identify or classify user behavior or information needs; our users have known information needs (i.e., the questions that we provided for them).
Pallis et al.
[11] evaluated clustering algorithms based on Web user sessions by examining clusters and trying to infer what each cluster represents. While their validation method is similar to ours, the authors did their validation after the application of clustering algorithms. We are interested in the applicability of these types of machine learning techniques based purely on the session data, before any clustering techniques have been applied.
Methods
Here we describe how we selected questions for users to answer, the study design, the user session model, and the distance metrics we evaluated.
